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Photograph: Click'Boo (Getty Images) I've always been a huge book nerd, so my dreams of parenting definitely included my kids as book-obsessed as I did. But when my son Lucas was 8 years old, about the same age, when I started my novel with books, he showed little interest. I've been reading him since birth, and although he enjoyed some picture books and non-fiction, I
couldn't get him to immerse himself in an honest-to-good chapter of the book, no matter how much I promised him that he would love it. I don't want to keep pestering him about it because it will only make him more determined to dig into his heels. I needed to be creative. I came up with a sneaky, multi-coma plan. I had a strong feeling that my son would love Harry Potter, so one
night I snuggled up to him to read like I would in any other night- with JK Rowling's Stone In Hand. I read the first few chapters, and in the middle of Chapter 4, right after Hagrid drops a bomb on Harry that he's a magician, I stopped . Uh, my throat hurts. I can't go any further. Oh, Mom, just a little bit more? You are welcome? Ha! My plan worked. I told him that if he wanted to read
a little by himself, I'd let him stay a little sleep before going to bed. He enthusiastically agreed, fully convinced that something was going to come off his. And that was the night my son became obsessed with Harry Potter and fiction in general. I will never forget how, a few months later, he came into my room long after he was supposed to sleep and threw himself in his arms,
sobbing over this special character who dies in Book 5 (I won't spoil it in case any reader somehow managed not to read or see Harry Potter). We're pretty consistent with sleep, but when it comes to night reading, I tend to look the other way. Within reason, of course, but for me, it's worth my kids missing a few minutes of sleep if that means they develop their love of reading. And
to further sweeten the deal, whenever my son finished the next book in the series, I rewarded him with a family movie night, complete with butter popcorn and candy. G/O Smee can get a commission of 68% from 2 years and 3 months FreeToday, at 13, my son rarely without something to read within reach of his hands, and I credit it all back to that first night when I cheated him to
fall in love with J.K. Rowling.So, if you have a reader who doesn't think they like to read, I sincerely recommend my little sneak attack. Key points to nail: Make sure to choose a genre and story you know they'll love-ideally one that has a movie to go along with. Start by reading them (you're doing the work here!), until you know you have them completely, Hooked. Wide, glazed
eyes and sagging open jaw are clues that this is the perfect time to complain that your throat and you just can't read another sentence. Having the reward built in. A few sleepy mornings from time to time are worth reassuring your child of becoming a life reader. Offer them a book light. It's a necessity if they share a room with a brother and sister, and it's somehow more exciting to
read with the bedroom lights off. Make a movie night as an important event. When he first started out, it was a great motivator for my son to keep going, especially for thick books. I wouldn't give up and let him watch it in advance. He was supposed to finish the book first. Watching a movie after reading a book is also fun because you get to compare a book with a movie with your
child, teaching them critical thinking skills they can use in school and life. And you can prove to your child that a book is really always better than a movie. The truth that every proud book nerd knows. As Valentine's Day approaches, there is always pressure to find the perfect gift. This year, surprise your favorite bookworm with one of these love stories from our guests! With four
picks from Jasmine Guillory (whose new book Proposal was chosen by Reese Witherspoon's Book Club!), four more from Buzzfeed Books Founder editor Isaac Fitzgerald, and three more from Savannah Guthrie, you're sure to find something they'll love. You may even want to pick one up for yourself to get into the Valentine's Day spirit! Note that some of these products were
selected by TODAY anchors themselves. Anchors are not paid to mention them and are not affiliated with these brands. Products are just some of their favorite things. Guillory's Pick: Destiny's Embrace, Beverly Jenkins, $8, Amazon Most historical novels occur in England, but not this one. I also love the great historical novel set in an unexpected place, Gillory said. This one is
set in California during the Gold Rush, and features a smart and strong military heroine, a hero ranch owner, and his delightful extended family. Best of all, it's a trilogy - setting you up for the perfect future gifts! Fitzgerald's Choice: Remains of the Day, Kazuo Ishiguro, $11, Amazon Remains of the Day explores what happens when love is suppressed, and social rules and roles
take precedence over their innermost feelings, Fitzgerald said. While its serene surface may fool you at first, this novel is utterly devastating - in fact, especially for what its characters seek to hide. Savannah's Choice: Pride and Prejudice, by Jane Austen, $7, Amazon Who Can Resist the Timeless Story of Elizabeth Bennet and Mr. Darcy. This Jane Austen classic takes you back
to the era of courtship and corsets for a love story that reminds us not to judge a book by its cover. Savannah's Choice: The Night You Were Born, Nancy $7, Amazon for Savannah, the greatest modern love story is that between And the baby. That's why she chose this sweet children's book by Nancy Tillman.Guillory's Pick: Kiss Factor, Helen Hoang, $10, AmazonA novel novel
that delves into topical questions - what else could you ask? This is an example of an entire great novel can be, said Gillory. He delves into the race and gender and class issues he deals with with autism and the way people relate to each other, and he also has a fantastic love story and a swoon ending. Fitzgerald's Pick: Just Kids, by Patti Smith, $7, Amazon Rock Star Patti
Smith's memoir about her relationship with photographer Robert Mapplethorpe, would be an incredible book if it were just a magnificent depiction of love that was as complex as it was deep and enduring, Fitzgerald said. However, Just Kids is chasing so much within themselves, glowing with love for New York's past, for a bygone youth, for this awful, wonderful time in your life,
before artistic ambition and passion becomes confirmed by recognition. Guillory's Pick: Blue Castle, L.M Montgomery, $10, Amazon L.M. Montgomery is best known for Anne's Green Roof books, but this cult favorite novel tells a wonderful and heartfelt love story, Gillory said. Valansey Stirling - a lonely unmarried woman who all her life ridiculed and dominated her extended family.
When she turns 29, she learns that she has heart problems and has only about a year to live; she decides to actually live that last year of her life, so she offers the city of the outsy, Barney Snit. Their love story is joyful, amazing and triumphant. Fitzgerald's Pick: Americanah, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, $13, Amazon Adichie explores love in all its contradictions, showing us how it
can feel special and lasting, even eternal, while at the same time undergoing a huge transformation depending on what happens in the world and where and who we are in it, Fitzgerald said of this modern classic. Savannah Peake: Jane Eyre, Charlotte Bronte, $6, Amazon Part Mystery, Part Love Story, Jane Eyre was Savannah's choice for the greatest love story of all time.
Guillory's Pick: Becoming, Michelle Obama, $20, Michelle Obama's Amazon memoir filled with lessons about love. With memories of how the former first lady and her husband first fell in love, stories about how they kept this love healthy and alive in the face of adversity, and anecdotes about time spent in the White House, this is the perfect book for those looking for a touching
memoir. I learned so much from her about the importance of identifying what's really important, communicating, and finding creative ways to compromise with your partner that can make you both happy and feel heard, said Guillory.Isaac's Pick: Tiny Beautiful Things, Cheryl Strayed, $10, Amazon Is a book I hand to almost anyone with questions about love, relationships, or life in
general, Fitzgerald said. How Strayed responds to readers' emails and tough questions, she also shares deeply personal and meaningful stories from her own life. For more book recommendations, check out: To find out more deals, trade tips and budget product recommendations, subscribe to our Stuff We Love newsletter! Newsletter!
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